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RdR iTPTT^r <#Rt dR STT^cTPnrHt. cRT afcTCftatf Rofa ift RT^t, RfNtetRift, ifo^ri -nv.i, RMiqM dd 9TRt 

R3%. t Rvfa ^cR RpRIdfit FRt RRctR qR^Rdt; F<|jO| ^RfHI WWtalOTWFlft
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MMcRTRf RRRT fttpR RgW Rft R fcft «tw toSTcf tcT! FFlIt q q^dT 3FFT eft RvRRT f^Rf'l 3<b- \ 3( FTRcft! RT ti^Nt qiWTRI

RFRTtt Rst fcRt 3 qq? 3m gq <$3 Fret. rrr Pqq u rr t q< qrq w fe=r<i^ 1 ^nt wra^r®] < i iivi i tt-HFr ^rrptoct ^ fer^i 

ftoft iwqT anr wot matt ftofr ^#qfRR 3 |rrt fereftw qvitsHHiRi ^ra q><*' >ir^<:fr. rsft Prr RtM Frtt, 
teqrqM RFfT gqqiRi aw ^trirt Fn^PKNiq rtrt %t qtar. r?M eftw htf(1 dl. fiii-^t Rt am^t

3m FRJ. cTTF qpT FTR RlcT. M«4d(lRI ^ RT^tR cTTRRT pRpT 3TRRqi fcRRT fell ^<11 Rlttcf Fit! RSqrqTTSW

RTltt RPCt qiRFft. FR|RT, cfRRT R RFTdT 3 RRRR® §TT^ ORRI <i3, 3 RT?<] ^ if< q< t ? MR vr 3TRJR Rg qTFR 

RFt, a[RMfRTRWrmqRiR^q^#rqr«fq^R5i1 W.qt'<M\tr)vqr<il ilitRIRJ;Tf^RTRURTcRT^lR

IRcTIoS RTRRT Fn%. pft ^ Rltt R#. ’ ’ q®T FRpR ^RtlRFft qt ‘ \l<\ cFft RRq •Ri\ RT ? g.qRRT<3F5 qWqiRl
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RRSqt 3 R5FRR5 qiT 3^3 R#R ? 3^|RMI fdMt #jft feoSra%R. FTFgT 3'iRi (PH J-l- l I d 3cMR 5fT^RTT R1RR RTfWGnt 

^|<sRF=fM FcRRJIR cfT?t|RRR ? McffR, cT^RFIRtRI qRcfi&'q>3fcqui|i) ^jt< Fll< uh-nti qi?o[Tt RTRRRT’JFFR 

FSORftH. RJRRTjt tt Rt qt«ftRTReft ett(RTRqZTRxtR#. RT5RTFRTef RlRifi3 3${ ^IIR i-KI-i) ■!q>RlRT ROMFRRRIRFfl 
FIRdl erft fKqid RSgeft. qR <ttR> 3I^t, R *RtP Rit, FRIT 3ttcT FTRT RTRRt Ffc^R fqid) 4dM,|<4pl, qftl qiRpq R?RTf5TRTq 

■^cRRI iWfttRK ? Mdl cRMl taUR^R’R'ftqt 33\. fRIRplRTttcRiRRWtRtRd SR-Id, iVcRiqi T^. qRcRFftFnqcfl

hirs Rig ^Kid <nadlq4d irMoidiarr^Ptitt. qqqi Fi^,f<ci r frPif; irVj;hR':i qiqrqi wg ;:rqin:fq^qtdrri
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TEST OF LOVE

If I say that I am just dragging my life, it won't be an 
exaggeration, I don't feel enthusiastic about anything. All my 
feelings are burnt forever. You may think this a temporary phase. 
May be it is ! I have just crossed twenty five and such things do 
happen at this stage of life. But to make my life interesting 
again, I have to overcome this depression as soon as possible.

There was a time when I was so full of bubbling 
enthusiasm, that I wanted to do everything that I came across. I 
wanted to see everything and hear everything. But now all those 
Impulses are so much on the wane that my life has become a bunch 
of stale flowers. I was known to be an outspoken person right 
from my childhood. So much so, that many times I was 
even called rude. 1 was intelligent as well as 
ambitious. 1 was not a beauty to look at but nor was I so 
ugly as to be called an eyesore. 1 was just a simple common girl. 
When we girls used to discuss our looks they used to call me 
smart.

My parents were poor yet 1 was determined to 
complete my B.A.. People had already started bringing praposals 
for my marriage and even my parents were eager to marry me off, 
as soon as possible. But 1 was very ambitious. And my ambitious 
nature was not exceptional; I had inherited that from my parents.



In spite of their poverty my parents were ambitious. So the more

they considered marriage, the more ambitious I became. At the 

same time, they themselves were not sure whether after marriage I 

would be able to carry on with my career. They were sure that if 

I couldn't I would not be happy at all.

In my high school and college days I used to participate 

in each and every activity. 1 used to win many prizes and was 

appriciated by all. In girls’ sports competitions I always used 

to get at least three or four prizes. In elocution competitions 

girls and boys used to compete with each other. There also 1 got 

prizes. In fact all my ambitions were always fulfilled. And my 

parents were also proud of my being considered an intelligent 

allrounder. When I was stydying in the intermidiate year there 

was a praposal of marriage for me. My parents tried to judge my 

reaction by? urging me to marry. Probably, they wanted to know my 

opinion about marriage. They had liked this proposal. But when 

they asked me about it I declared to them in my 

characteristically candid way, "I don't want to marry right now. 

You have always said that you would be very happy if your children 

did something worthwhile and brought glory to the family instead 

of merely living the life of a beast of burden, who dies carrying 

loads. If I get married when I haven't even completed my 

education would I not be leading just such a meaningless life ?"

But my mother said, " One's virtue is just like a glass 

vessel and once cracked^it can never be mended. It is very 

difficult to lead a life protecting one's virtue. And only he who 

can successfully achieve that should think of fulfilling his

ambitions.



I said, "Yes, I feel that I should try and make use of

the education I have received. Who knows what will be in future ? 

" Honestly I didn’t know then wnat exactly I meant by words like 

’Use* and ’ambition’ But I wanted to live an intellectual life. 

Considering all my opinions, ambitions and enthusiasm my parents 

shelved the topic of marriage for some days. 1 was also pleased 

with their decision. Since my childhood I liked to 

read biographies of great people. I always felt that 1 too 

should be like them. Even if I could not have explained the 

meaning of greatness, I used to struggle for attaining it. That 

is probably why my parents did not force me into marriage. And I 

am sure at the bottom of their heart,they must have been proud of 

me.

I completed the intermediate, passed B.A.with first class 

and took up a job in highschool. I remember that other lady 

teachers used to while away their time doing nothing after school 

hours. But I used to do something or the other in my spare time. 

It was my firm resolve to at least partially repay the debt of my 

parents, who had spent money like water, on educating me like a 

son. Who knew what I would feel later ? I was behaving with this 

thought.

Three years passed after my graduation and I never even 

once thought of marriage. I enrolled my name for B.T. We had 

lessons and lectures by eminent educationists. We used to ask our 

difficulties freely and these were always solved satisfactorily. 

There were about sixty five garduates in our class. I never had

any reason to talk to them. mm *«.!SMiltiBIAKh other by
Mlfty; ;.■ ■■• -.r-v K(M
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Once we had some function in our institute. On the 
instructions of our professor a student came to ask me something. 
I had seen him many times in the class but that was the first time 
I spoke to him. I was quite impressed by his fearless outlook, 
steady way of speaking and well mannered behavior, but with such 
neutrality that I did not give much importance to it. But after 
he visited my house once, we started smiling at each other. Then 
we started exchanging a word or two. After about two months, when 
we started knowing each other better, we started to talk about our 
studies. In due course of time we started to discover reasons for 
seeing each other. Though I did not entirely know that was going 
on in my heart , one thing was clear, even trivial things started 
seeming important and I would feel like talking to him. Things 
weren’t much different on his side either. We both knew in our 
hearts that we were giving great importance to the most 
insignificant things to get a chance to talk to each other for a 
long time. But we never said so to each other. Me did not know 
why this was happening, at least 1 did not. We would break into 
laughter without any apparent reason when we met. We both 
experienced some mysterious joy in this. We were aware of the 
strange change taking place in us but never talked about it 
openly. We clearly felt that we were being attracted towards each 
other. I was becoming increasingly anxious to know about him and 
his nature. Not just this, I tried to glean as much about him as 
I could. I could even make out his footsteps from a long 
distance. My ears were always eagerly waiting to hear them. 
Though I feigned indifference I alone knew the raging tempests
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inside my heart. And I am sure he was feeling the same way. But 
although things had gone so far, our conversations remained 
absolutely pure, fit for all ears. I am sure that as I could see 
in eyes a tender and gentle feeling of closeness, he was also 
seeing the same kind of feeling in my eyes. And this used to make 
me feel embarassed. An outsider listening to our conversation 
would have felt that we never crossed the bounds of decorum. Yet 
with a closer look he could not have but noticed the mysterious 
games our glances played. We never expressed in the words with 
which our eyes were lit up or our faces set aglow. He visited my 
house frequently yet I longed for his presence. Sometimes my 
heart experienced an agitation without any reason. At times for 
no reason I would feel lonely. So lonely that in spite of being 
surrounded by so many people, I used to feel as if I was alone in 
the forest. I used to draw myself into a corner and cry to my 
heart's content. Some days passed like this. Finally I made a 
resolution. But my words retreated from my lips, unspoken. I 
felt a kind of diffidence and fear. Two more days passed this 
way. It must have been 10 0 * clock at night. 1 took my father 
into a corner of our house so that he could not see my face. With 
a lot of courage I said, " Dada, from my childhood you have taught 
me that there need be no fear if one is true to oneself. I have 
always told you everything that has come to my mind. Even now I 
am going to bare my heart to you.

Madhaorao comes to our house. Sometimes we all sit and 
talk together. His thoughts and opinions match mine. I feel that 
if I spend the rest of my life with him, I will be able to fulfill
my ambitions. Nowadays I am constantly thinking about, this. I
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have followed your advice and laid bare my heart in front of you, 
keeping aside all my modesty. I think he also has the same 
feelings for me. But to ask him about this without your knowledge 
would amount to deceiving you. So I have confessed everything to 
you. I think you should talk to him".

I never remember being so confused in all my life as 1
was while talking to my father. What I actually told him was not 
even a hundredth of what I had decided to tell. I just gave him 
a somewhat tsphazard idea about what was going on in my mind. My 
father knew him very well and sometimes had even spken well about 
him. Thus at that time I was very hopeful in my heart. His only 
shortcoming according to others was his poverty. But that was 
never a shortcoming in my opinion. On the contarary I thought 
that with my education I could have kept my family happy despite 
poverty. Being an educated girl, I had myself rejected many 
praposals. So my marrying him would be an honour for him, as well 
as a thing after my own heart. I debated with myself on this 
matter from different angles but came to the same conclusion every 
time. After hearing me out my father did not say anything at that 
moment. The question remained. 1 could not fathom my father’s
opinion. I could not even hurry him. One, two, three...... five
days passed in a row. I was expecting my father to talk to him. 
But he didn't do so. And how could I ask my father about this 
again ? My father's indifference drove me to distraction, In these 
four or five days I avoided meeting Madhaorao, But his desire to 
meet me must have become more intense because of this. One day 
when I was coming out of house, he happened to be passing by. It
was impossible for me Kir"
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He said eagerly, " Sindhutai, could I speak to 
you for a moment ? If you have a little time...." In my heart, 
a hundred times, I thought of telling him, I did not have the 
time. But I did not even realise when I said ’Yes'. He came. He 
sat. Work was just a pretext. He had come to know what was going 
on in my mind I could feel his eagerness to ask me something.

We kept up the conversation somehow but I was feeling 
guilty because now everybody in our house knew our secret. What 
if they know about it ? Why should I bother about it now ? It 
could be taken care of later. Still 1 was very confused. And who 
knows why, without realizing it my eyes filled up with tears. He 
asked me, "What is this ? Aren’t you feeling well today ?." An 
absolutely common question. But somehow I felt as if it was 
addressed to me. by someone very close to me. At that moment I 
felt that such a question even from my parents>did not have so 
much affection in it. Just like even an unintentional delicate 
touch breaks open a cotton bud and spreads the cotton everywhere 
with the wind, his simple question opened the floodgates of my 
heart and all the pent up feelings gushed out. I started 
speaking and went on and on. Though I missed the main point I 
described the depression and sadness of my heart so Unwittingly 
that later I felt ashamed of myself. I could not have described 
my depression to anyone else. Neither to my sister nor to my 
friend nor even to my mother. They would have neither liked nor 
understood it in any way. For them it would have been a trivial, 
laughable thing and relating it to them would not have given me 
satisfaction. How can one’s remorse be relieved by relating it to 
anybody ? It requires a proper person. 1 could have described
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everything only to him and to no one else. But I kept saying to 
him again and again that all this depression and sadness had crept 
in to my mind for no reason at all. Indeed, the words 'no reason' 
were unnecessary. Any understanding person would have known why 
I had used those words and so did he. Mhen 1 was unburdening my 
heavy heart, he was smiling mischiviously and started looking at a 
picture in front of him.

I said with feigned anger ," Mhy are you laughing ? You won' t be
able to understand it." Thi s made him smi1e all the more.
I said. "I should not have spoken. I always make th i s
mistake", and I became quiet but only for a moment. 
His expressions had changed so much ! I wi 11 never forget the 
soft tenderness in his eyes.

" Sindhu, do you think I am making fun of you ? I am 
also feeling the same terrible depression. I don't know why."

Me both laughed at this but became serious the next 
moment. Me both understood everything. No words were needed our 
hearts became tender. See how strange it is ! Such an obedient 
daughter I had been and now how far I had gone ! From a girl who 
used to discuss everything with her parents with such 
outspokenness, I had changed so much in but a moment. My faith had 
been transferred I used to discuss the happenings of the day 
freely with my parents. Now such discussions were forgotten 
because the object of my faith had changed. How quickly and well, 
a third person claims the place of our parents whom we have loved 
from our childhood ! And unknowing, how we also allow the other
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person to claim it ! We become too intoxicated with our passions 

to conciously realize anything. After reigning over the kingdom 

of the world,even the Sun feels like plunging into the Earth’s 

ocean of love and seeking the profound depths of her heart. Only 

after such a plunge can He start His work next day. Wherever he 

was the whole of the day, he could not rest untill in the evening 

he came to me, to know what was going on in my heart. And my 

condition was the same. We used to meet at my house in the 

evening. A couple of hours would pass quickly. But separation 

during the other twenty-two hours hung heavy on our hearts. And 

we used to realize it after experiencing the freshness and 

liveliness brought about by our meeting in the evening. But my 

guilt increased with this newfound faith in him . I had commited 

myself without telling Dada. Sometimes I had a nagging feeling- 

"Am I not making a mistake ?"- But my heart used to revolt and 

tell me- "It’s not your mistake at all. Dada himself is not 

living up to the principles he instilled in you of outspokenness. 

So it is not your fault." But the next moment it would say, "You 

have to get used to it. You talked about this to Dada only 

fifteen days ago. Give him some time. It is not as if six 

months have gone by".

But in such raging battles, it was the former mind which 

won. ” The lesson of patience is useful only to old people", It 

would say. "And anyone in his youth, knows how the wall of 

patience totally crumbles in the face of the stormy passions. Why 

did Dada not talk to me with the same faith and openness, with 

which I talked to him ? Butter is bound to melt with the touch of 

sun. Will it be a crime if our feelings find expression in each
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other's company? People with aerseverance or those who look at 
our hearts cruelly or unfeelingly will call me a criminal. But 
they won't be satisfied even if I read the holy scriptures in 
front of them. I would not have minded it, if Dada had crushed 
the feelings germinated in my heart with an outright denial. 
But he said neither 'yes’ nor 'no*. In such a state only I knew 
how my feelings germinated. Dada restricted our 
meetings. He also disliked my talking with him. 
But my heart sought reprieve untill he showed his dislike in clear 
words. All those feelings which had germinated and blossomed in 
my mind were drawing me towards him untill Dada clearly said 'no'. 
They were also encouraging me not to be startled. But to be 
honest I am doubtful about how successfully I would have been able 
to restrain my feelings even if Dada had refused clearly. Dada 
may not have wanted to hurt me and that was why he avoided saying 
'no'. If he wanted to give his approval it is clear that he 
would have arranged everything very fast.

In this period of Dada's indifference my feelings placed 
his image on a pedestal in my heart. Perhaps if I had put a live 
coal on my feelings in the begining that pedestal would have 
remained empty. But now his image was firmly rooted in my heart. 
I had even started wroshipping that image everyday with loving 
words, purified with tears. Now it was impossible for me to 
destroy the image or see it being destroyed. The change that 
occured in me in every moment in these fifteen days could never 
have to occured before. The thoughts,fee 1ings and the thinking in 
my life reached at it's highest stage in those fifteen days.

That was a very important and twilight period in my life.
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I didn’t know what would happen after that whether a full moon 

night was going to bathe me its soft light or a moonless one was 

to draw me in darkness. Nor was I in the mood to find out.

It was not possible for Oada to completly understand the 

change in me. But he noticed that there was some change. He did 

not like my chit-chatting with him. He tried to show his dislike 

to me in a thousand ways . But now it was not possible for me to 

draw back. We had only promised overselves to each other. We 

had not crossed any limits. But in this state two people get tied 

so close together that if the bond is broken it is as if death 

stares them in their faces. Such twilight state of being bound to 

someone is very beautiful. It is full of intoxication which makes 

you forget all other things. Our faculties are totally engrossed 

in thinking about the image we worship in our hearts. The world 

has got no place for others except the two.

When Dada expressed his disapproval 1 told him clearly. 

"We have given promises to each other." Dada got very upset after 

hearing this. He did not like that I had accepted a poor man. 

Having suffered poverty himself it was impossible for him to 

approve of my acceptance of it. On my saying,"I will happily find 

my way through his poverty.", he said " Sindhu at this moment 

everything may seem beautiful to you. When poverty scorches, this 

love will not survive".

In the mental state I was in it was impossible for Dada’s 

words of experiance to convince me, But I did not have words to 

answer his irrefutable logic. And because of that, I started
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feeling terribly guilty. Inside me a fight raged between reason 
and passion. Because of Dada’s clearcut denial we could not talk 
in the house. But I am surprised at myself that words like ' 
di sobediance’ of elders and ’decieving’ held no meaning for me. 1 
used to meet him at his house When he saw my father’s dislike he 
too stopped coming to my house. But his attraction for me was 
not reduced. On the contrary we had the feeling that in such 
difficult times we had only ourselves to support each other. Not 
withstanding opposition from anyone we decided to get married. 
But we did not want to create a storm at that moment. We decided 
to keep our plans secret, wait for two three years untill 
everything cooled down and then get married. Everyday we used to 
discuss our future with each other. Oblivious of the world, we 
were experiencing sweet feelings like hope, eagerness, worry etc.

In my house the atmosphere was hostile. And to change it 
he would have had to prove his ability in every way. 1 used to 
tell him this, "Your fame is my fame. I would like to merge in 
your fame. For that I am ready to accept poverty. But I want a 
glorious life". I always used to tell him my anxious desire that 
as a human being I wanted to do something by which people would 
remember my name even after my death. He never disliked my 
thoughts, my talk. In fact I think he liked me because of it. But 
in this twi1ight-1ike misty state before marriage we don’t analyse 
in our mind, why we like each other, and even if we do, we never 
bother to tell it to each other. Or you may say that it does not 
appear to be important in that period. You like his faults as 
well as virtues. His faults appear like mere slivers whereas his 
virtues look like beams. It depends on how you look at it. If one
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can at all teach how to read the mind of the loved one by 
observing the slightest change on his face, it can be done during 
this period alone. The deeper the roots of feelings for each 
other, the better your acquisition of this skill of discerning 
the thoughts of the other person.

I remember we used to spend hours together just gaging at 
each other, wordlessly. But that silence had the power of 
hundreds and thousands of words. Before our meeting we always had 
a lot of things to talk about. Yet all conversations would finish 
within a moment. But the joy we used to get from such silent 
meetings was truely incomparable. Six months or almost an year 
passed this way. My father’s anger had still not cooled down 
because even if he didn’t say anything, he was still very distant 
towards me. In the beginning I behaved indifferently with my 
father. On the other hand the attraction between us increased 
because of my father's opposition.

A poet's inspiration is sharpened by the hardships of 
practical life but can also get burn down because of this very 
inhumanness in practical life. The condition of my feeling was 
the same. The sea mistakes the blemishes on the moon for an 
ornament and there comes the high tide to taste its beauty. But 
full moon is always followed by moonless night and the high tide 
by the low. The attraction between us increased because of my 
father’s opposition and because of this attraction my carelessness 
towards my father increased. But the house in which I was showing 
this carelessness made me sensitive to it’s hard practical life 
and made me think. A duel started in my mind. For the past whole
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year, his faults had seemed to me as his virtues, but now they 
appeared to me as defects. In this past year I was very proud of 
his being attractd towards me. But when I perceived that he 
neglected his duties because of this attraction I concluded that 
he was giving in to passion rather than being conscientious. I 
started behaving indifferently with him so that he would pay 
greater attention to his duties. Sliding down the hill takes only 
one tenth of the time taken to climb it. Something like this was 
happening with him. And because he cared for me very much my 
indifference towards him used to hurt him very much. He passed 
his time only thinking about it and trying to please me. And 
because of that he couldn't do what I wanted him to. Soon this 
feigned indifference started becoming real. Was it only a piece of 
glass that I was holding as a gem? How terrible will it be for a 
person like me to lead life with a man who wishes to live such a 
life of dereliction ? Such thoughts started crossing my mind. I 
could not only clearly see in him those very faults which my 
father pointed out to me, but his small defects also seemed big to 
me and frightened me. His love for me seemed bitter like a poison 
to me. The picture I had painted of my marriage began to fade 
away. Is cooking food and giving birth to children to be the aim 
of my life ? In a marriage these things are bound to happen but I 
don’t want them if they are going to take place with a husband who 
has no sense of duty and no aims in his life. I don’t want such a 
marriage. But my second mind used to say , " Those good 
tendencies towards which your mind was attracted in the beginning 
are still there dormant in him. You can't see them in the 
temporary discord”. But the next moment I used to feel,”No1 it is
not a temporary discord. On the contrary love is not only soft and
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brighter through the fire. If that is not happening with him, then 
your choice is wrong. I was getting evidences of this many times 
while talking to him. Not only would he make fun of m*y ambitious 
nature but in this there was also a typically male arrogance and 
dominating tendency. If I talked to some other man for a long 
time for some reason, he used to reproach me for that. He used to 
say, "I am not suspicious about you, but all men are not alike. 
Another thing is, people will look at you with a different view, 
so you might become the object of their abuse and vile criticism". 
This 1 could not agree with . I always felt that he was being 
suspicious and unduly possesive. He didn’t do any of those things 
which I wanted him to do. And this made his arrogance unbearable 
for me. He used to say, " You distract me from my duties. Because 
of your indifferent behaviour towards me 1 can’t pay attention to 
my duties". So I was trapped from both the sides. Whether 1 was 
indifferent to him or not, he was always engrossed in thoughts 
about me. This love became a double edged weapon and it hurt me 
very much.

If I was busy reading or doing some other work he would 
criticise me and say, "Why do you do something in which there is 
no place for me ?" And if I requested him to join me in what I was 
doing the work was always kept aside and all our time was whiled 
away talking to each other. I did not know if it was my fault; 
but I felt that one should do the right thing at the right time. 
As we prepare a schedule of our daily routine, we should have 
different compartments in our mind and we should open the right
compartment at the right time.



When I talked about duties, aims he would say, " Why do 
you make so much fuss about it ? If I make a resolve in my mind , 
I can do anything. And in spite of your belief in these 
principles, freely speaking, there is no satisfaction in them. We 
often see that those people who talk about goals and duties in a 
loud voice tie themselves up witn those goals and duties but still 
remain unsatisfied till the end of their lives.And I ask you, 
what do you mean by your goals? Have you understood them yourself 
? And if only writing and reading are your ambitions,I think 
there is no need to make such an ostentatious display of them ".

And the kind of mental state I was in at that time, I saw 
only a hollow confidence and sluggishness in him. If life is only 
for pleasure then you be happy in your dutyless life. I will find 
happiness in my ambitious unsatisfied life. Our different 
temparaments can clearly be seen . I said to him, " If our union 
is going to destroy happiness for both of us, then it is 
better if we say good buy to each other forever”. But how can 
the threads of love break so easily ? The confidence with which I 
had decided to marry in spite of my father’s opposition would not 
allow me to accept my mistake. Our love went through these accute 
changes of rain and sunshine. But more than the rain, the 
sunshine started to be more intense. The many difference 
between us were making my mind void of all emotions. At last, 
the time came when my own mind started asking me questions. Is 
this the person I fell in love with ? And if this is, how and
why did I fall in love with him ?



Once you have offered your deepest love to some person in 
your life every fibre of your being blossoms and comes alive. 
Such an extrordinary power, such an extrordinary magic is created; 
such a unique mysterious happiness is experienced that we think 
only we have received the joy for which numerous Lives strive, for 
which poets and connasseurs desperately try. It is a different 
thing if we really find it, but sometimes it so happens that we go 
on searching for a heart that will welcome our desires. Sometimes 
we feel that a particular person has got such a heart and then 
love is born. Unfortunately ultimately we find out that the 
person we loved was only an illusion of a beautiful baloon which 
will be destroyed in a second. Then we are reduced to the state 
of child who takes a burning live coal in his hand because he is 
tempted by it's bright colour. The high-tide of love starts 
ebbing. We are left like a fish out of water on the sands in a 
desert. And then we are so scared of this waxing and waning, that 
we lose all belief in ourselves. We cannot help asking ourselves
a thousand times "Will this love prove a to be a poison?".


